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Polymer-Bonded Goloured Smoke Composition s
P. Lessard and G . Coutur e
Defense Research E?stablishment, Valcartier, Courcelette, Québec GOA I RO (Canada )

F'olymerkebrmdene H-arhrauchsëty e

Compositions fumigènes colorées à Haut plastique

Pniymergehundcne i-arhrauchs ;it/c hrint;cn luhlrciche Vctrtcile
f;et;enühcr den knnventioncllcn gepreC .itcn iLwchxüticn, scie 7 . B . vcrhesxertc mcchanixche [igcrnchaften and l ichcre Il ;tdhahung . I)us
i)cfcnse Research Establishment Valcauticr (i)RIiV) hal girl .iharr
Farhrauc .hsMie entwickelt rmtcr Verwendung cines bekunnten
hydruxy-tcrminicrtcn t olybutadien-Prtrnlymcrrn . das rnit cincrrt
handeistibiichen I)iisocYamat crusgchcirtct wurde . Diesc Itauchsatmrischtrngcn enthaiten the 6ctitandtcifc, wic sic rihiichcrweise in geprcl .Sten Puivcrmihrhun);en vcrwcndct wcrclrn, sic sind jcdoch in cincm
i'olymerhincler vcrtcih . Fin Farh>tofff ;ranulat wird vcrwendet, uni the
niedrige Viskotiitiit in liefcrn, clic xrrlanf!t wird fur den (iicflprorett .
i?s wcrdcn x wuhl dic crforclctlichcn Rctitandtcilc and (lie IlcrstciIunRatechnik hetichrïehen . ,tls ;inch the 1[igcmch ;rften und Vorieilc
solcher Mischun);cn .

Les compositions tuntigèncti colorées .l liant plastique ulfnmt . par
rapport aux compositions fumigènes cl,rstiiyues, réelixctcs par prrs>ai ;e,
de nombreux avan ;ages, tels que tic meilleures propnctcx mcc ;utiyucs
ci une sécurité (le manipulation accrue . Le ('entre de Recherche,,,, potit
la Défense Valcartier (('Ri)V) n ntix au point dc~, compositions tumigZnes coulables en utilisant un puiyhutridic'ne prépulymérict avec des
radicaux hydroxyles cil bout de chaînes et un diitucvcmatc du curnnterce comme agent pcrlymirisant . (`es compositions funti}!ènc~% contiennent les mêmes substances qui. les coinpoai1ioils obtenues par
pressage, matis celles-ci sont réparties dans une matrice en polVlnèrc .
On utilise (lit granulait de colorant pour que la masse ait une %itiCo',ité
suffisamntent faible afin (le pouvoir être cuulce . On décrit les diffé
rents compos ;tnts . les techniques (le préparation, les propriété% et les
advantages (le telles compositions .

Summary

2 . Uescription of Ingredients

~Polynter-bondcd smoke compocttiun, offctx numerous advantages
over convention il pressed timcrke mixtures such its improxcd mechuniral rrciprrties and safety in handlnrg, I fie I)efenxe Research I .xtuhlishnicnt Valcartier (I)RIN) has dcticioprd pour-castahtc colourcd
smoke cumiwsitiutts using it µcll known hydmxy-terminatcd pulyhutadiene prepolymer cured uith it commetri,clly available düsucyunrue . These smoke formulations consitit of ingredicntti typically tnund
in pressed powder mix, but dispersed in it polymeric bindcr . A gronuiated dyc is utiii7ed to pruvtde the luw % iscusitics required Gr pour-

casting File ncccssary ingredients and processing techniques as well a s
the properties and inhercnt adv,mtaf ;eti of such carnpusitianti arc descrihed .//

1 . Introduction
Smoke generators have it tactical use primarily as signalling
devices in ground-to-ground and ground-to-air communication . Alternatively they may serve as wind-drift indicators or
target identification mttrkers . ('oloured smokes are generally
produced by gradually evaporating dyestuff from a mixture of
dye and a pyrotechnic heat source composed of potassium
chlorate and powdered sugar or sulfur as the oxidiier/fuel mixture and sodium or potassium bicarbonate as it coolant and
stabilizing agent .
The pour-castable coloured smoke compositions developed
at DREV consist of ingredients typically found in pressed
compositions . The difference, however, is that these ingredients are now dispersed in an clastomeric binder . DREV's
involvement in the field of castable smoke compositions
startedt" in 1971 . Preliminary results were encouraging but
inclusion of a binder did not assure the castahility of the compositions . The substitution of commercial dye with a grantilated material made ~trssible the preparation of true pour-,
cash~thie crnmixxitions't After development of a g ranutatitm

2 . 1 Formulations
The coluured smoke contpotiitionti .lealt with Iturcin cvns,ist
pritnariiy of an organic dyc, potassium chlorate . lactose or
Suifur and sudium bicarbonate dispersed in an clasbtmeric
hinder . The range of conccntratirtns experimented, during
development, for each of the,e ingredients is presented in
Table 1 .
The compositions were developed to generate tive colours
of smoke : red, violet, green, yellow and orange, Other colours
may be obtained by choosing the dc5ired dye mix and adjusting the formulation accordingly to yield desirable processing
and performance characteristicst`t . While fast burning compositions can be ignited by a sensitized primer sheet alone, the
slow burning compositions required to achieve it long smoke
emission duration are more difficult to iKnite . An ignition
smoke composition is therefore require.d, containing typically
less dye and more oxidizer/fucl mixture than the compositions
described in Table l . This oxidizer-rich composition, which is
casier to ignite and burns faster, provideti it rapid anctke buildtip when subjected to the hot tlrune of it sensitized prin)er
sheet . While producing an acceptable antotmt of smoke, it
transfers heat to the main smoke composition that gradually
takes over .

Table I . Range of ('oncentr :uions of Ingredicnts in ('uluurcd Castable Smoke Composition s
Ingredients - -

Range of Concert t ration
["f~ by weight l

Granulated dye 38-46
KC'IQ5 2 21-2 8 ~
S ut lactu,c 4- 9
process for organic dyest°,'t, DREV was in a position to NaH(`D,
2-19
undertake the development of smoke ~enerators based on Binder
17-?t) -

pour-castable pyrotechnic composition st' .
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2 .2 C)rganic, dyes
Commercially available organic dyes, if used as supplied
(particle size 1 0 µm-15 Itm), produce compositions with
excessive viscosities, and pour-casting is no longer possible, It
is well known however, that the viscosity of a liquid/solid suspension is closely related to the particle size distribution of the
solids, By optimizing the ratio of fine versus large particles, a
minimum viscosity can be obtained . Because the dye forms the
main portion of the solids, the use of a granulated dye is essential to maintain the low viscosities required for pour-casting .
Since dye granules in the desired size range were not commer(
cialty available, a granulation process was developed ` _it . The
commercial dyes successfully Kranulated and used in smoke
formulations include 1-amino-anthraquinone, 1-methylaminoanthraquinone, Smoke Yellow 6, Smoke Yellow 33 and
Smoke Green 4 .
The granulated dyes used in the smoke compositions have a
mean particle size in the range of 51H) µnt--700 µm . A typical
particle size distribution is given in Fig . 1 . Tests have hown
that whWn finer or narrower distributions are used, higher endof-mix viscosities and ignition delay problems are obtierved .

2 .3 Oxidize r
The oxidizer is it crystalline potassium chlorate with it mean
particle size of 3 5 fun . 13ecause the oxidizer is the ingredient
with the greatest influence on the burning rate of the contposition, its particle size must he strictly contiolled, and it must b e
kept free flowing by r : .eans at an anticaking agent such as
tricalcium phosphate..
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tends to retard degradation of the dye caused by oxidation or
pyrolysis . Furthermore, its presence reduces the possibility of
flaming . When compared with pressed compositions, the
proportion of Nal-ICO3 is relatively low . The difference, however, is once again explained by the binder, which also serves
as it coolant .

2 .6 Binde r
In castable smoke compositions, it is the binder that serves
as the medium in which all the solids are dispersed and, once
properly cured, maintains the integrity of the smoke grain .
The binder used at DREV is based on it hydroxy-terminated
polybutadiene (II`I'I'B), with which good results had been
achieved during it previous development program of composite rocket propellants . Its formulation typically consists of
5 6 .9 1/c by weight of it-45II"t` (ARC'O Chemical Co .), including 1!4, by weight of AO-2246 antioxidant (American
('yanamid), plasticized with 25!% , by weight of isodecyl pelargonate (IDP, Fme.ry Industries) and cured with 1 8 .1 17t by
weight of dimeryl diisocyanate (f)1)1-1411), General Mills) . In
this formulation . the ratio of cyanate end-groups of the curing
agent to the hydroxyl radicals provided by the polymer (NCO/
Otl) is 1 .2 : I . An excess of curing agent is necessary as it
certain antount is consumed by the dye `t . Each different dye,
however, does not consume the sanie proportion of isocyanate
and therefore, certain modifications have to be made to the
binder formulation to achieve a more even curing rate .

3 . Processin g

.; .1 Qye granulatio n
2.4 Fue l
Sulfur, in the form of sublimed powder, is the preferred fuel
in these formulations because the colour quality of the smokes
produced, particularly with the red and green compositions, i5
significantly inferior with lactose . A stoichiometric ratio
between the oxidizer and the fuel (2 .55 :1 for the rtse of
KC.I O 3 and S) is not readily apparent from Table 1 . as the
binder also f .artially serves as a fuel .

2 .5 Coolan t
Sodium bicarbonate (USP St a ndard grade) serves principally as a coolant but also as it gasifying and stabilizing agent .
It acts as it scavenger for oxidizing species and in this capacit y
û
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A high capacity granulation roce%s was developed at
l)RL :V between 1974 and 1 9 7 8(2 ) . 'Î'his continuous process
involves only ambient temperature mechanical operations and
econon'rically produces (lye granules, using equipment readily
availabb: in the industry, in substantially any desired size range
with it minimum of fine powder .
The process includes a cotnpaCtor, a grinder, a separator
and a dust collector . Finely divided, commercially available
organic dy e material is fed front it feed-hopper into the nip of a
pair of rolls in the comVactor . The laminar prciduct, which is
normally I cm` :o 5 cm` in area and 0 .5 mm to 1 .3 mm thick
depending upon the specific dye and roll settings, is then fed to
a relatively slowly rotating hammer rnill, which produces particles typically in the range Ill pin to'2(><1ll ftm, depending upon
the shape and size of the holes in the grid in the crushing
chamber . -Ihe discharge from the mill passes into a vibrating
screen sepa,rator and the proper size fraction is retained . The
undersized material is recycled with the fines from the dust
collector .

3 .2 Mi,eing
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Figure 1 . Typical particle size distribution for granulated dye .

The smoke composition is prepared according to a mixing
cycle, which was established with the aid of thermal analysis
techniques to avoid, as much as possible, hazardous combinations of ingredients, The prepolymer, including the antioxidant and the plasticizer, is first poured into the mixer . The
NaHCOA and the sulfur or lactose are then added and mixed
for 10 min at atmospheric pressure with the mixer temperatur e
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maintained at 611°C . Then, the granulated dye is added and
mixing continued for a further 10 min . The KCIO3 is added to
the other ingredients and mixing continued for 5 min at atmospheric pressure . After this the vacuum is applied and mixing
continued for 45 min at 6(1°(' .
"rhis mixing cycle was used with in Atlantic Research
helicone vertical mixer that was operated forward during the
entire mix . While this type of mixer was used during the development program, the low viscosities of the formulations permit the use of other types of jacketed mixers .

3 .3 Casting and curing
At the end of the mixing cycle, the composition is cast under
vacuum, in transfer tubes, 'l'hcse are then placed in a press and
the proper amount of composition is loaded into each container . It is also possible to cast directly from the mixer into
the individual grenades (or other store), either under vacuum
or at atmospheric pressure . Mandrels of suitable shape, coated
with an appropriate release agent, are then inserted into the
store container, expelling any excess composition and forming
the interior core cavity . The compc,,ition is then cured for 5
daYs ;tt 60 "C, after which the mandrel is removed and the store
into which the composition has been cast is ready for final
assemhly .

Table 3 . Typical Mechanical Properties of Castahle Smoke Composition s
Colour

"Shore A"
Maximum plongution at
'l'ensile Maximum Ilardness
Str ength Strengt h

(kPaj (% (
Violet 76 0
Red
7,10
(irccn 6511
Yellow
950

22 59
13 tA
5K
IS
14 7 0

continuous recording of the torque and ;tutomatic retracting of
the viscometer probe .
4.2 Mec{tanical proprrric.s
After a normal curing period of five days at 60° C , cast
blocks were X-rayed and cut into slabs 1 .27 crn thick . JANNA F dog-bones were die-cut and tensile tests conducted at
23° C on an Instron Tester at an extension rate of 5 cm/min .
'l'ypical results are shown in Table 3, each figure is a ntean
value established front six samples . The desirable properties at
23°C for the smoke compositions are specified as a minimum
"Shore A" hardness of 25, a tensile strength of not less than
300 kPa with at least 10 % elongation .
4 .3 f3urning raft,

4 .1 Processing propcrtics
To achieve pour-castahle formulations, the end-of-mix
(f',UM) viscosity should be no greater than to kP (I kPa • s)
and preferably 5 kP, but not so low that settling out of solids
could be a problem during casting and curing . Compositions
with viscosity as low as I kl' have het,n cast without any settling problems
. The pot-life, defined here as the period between the initia l
addition of the polymerizing agent (1)1)I) and the time the
viscosity reaches 10 kP at 611° C , should be at least I to 4 huurs
to permit time for loading the batch into containers, 'l'ypi v -+l
processing properties of s ;x hatches are shown in Table 2 .
The end-of-mix (EOM) viscosities were obtained with a
Brookfield apparatus model IIAT mounted on a Iielipath
stand . All the measurements were made with a type 1) spindle
at a rotational speed of 2 .5 r/min and it casting temperature of
6(1°(' . Pot-life data were taken with the Rotovisko apparatus
(Gebrüder H ;take, Berlin) coupled with special controls fo r
Table 2 . 'I}pical Processing Propetdes of ( ;rstablc Smoke ('ornpotiitions

6in dcr I .t)M
Content Viscosit y

[lot -life

(~f by weightl 101

(h (

. 3.0
Red - 20 5 . i
8 .5
Violet 20 1 .3
10, 0
Green 20 i .9
Ycllow 20 2 .5 9 .11
2 .2 9,5
Orange - " .' . 1 8
10 .0
(7rangc"' IR 1 .8
1"i Ignition smoke composition .

With fast burning cotnpositions, sensitized primer shect topignited cylindrical smoke grains are used to determine the
burning r ;ttet`I . It varies from 1 .0 cm/min for an ignition smoke
composition to 2 .0 coi/min for a fast composition used in a
signalling grenade . Slow burning compositions, use(] for long
emission tinte, show burning rates as low as approximately
11 .3 cm/min judging front the burning time of actual
generators . The whole spcctrum of burning rates can he
covered by varying the ratio of dye to fuel/oxidixer mixture .
The proportion of sodium bicarbonate will also affect the
burning rate .
To speed up the combustion and augment the smoke volume without major increases in combustion temperature,
small quantities (tip to 2% or 3°Ir) of a combustion catalyst
.4)
may be incorporated into the smoke composition (1 . Iron
oxide has been found to be a particularly suitable combustion
catalyst . When sulfur is used as a fuel, the burn rate is generally sufficiently high so that a combustion catalyst is not
needed .
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Figure 2 . 't'ypical recording of therVII-Ouple positinned at the vent
hole or in the smoke grain of a grenade filled with castable composition . °
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4.4 BurrtinR temperahu re.s
Cbromel-alumel thermocouples, positioned at the vent hole
or inserted into the smoke grain, were used to record burning
and exhaust gas temperatures of castable smoke composition
used in signalling smoke grenacles " . A typical recording is
shown in Fig . 2, All the maximum temperatures recorded
were in the range 43(0°('-597°(' and are cornparab ;c to those
of pressed compositions .

4.5 Safety classificatio n
All the smoke compositions used in actual smoke generators
were tested by the Canadian Explosives Research Laboratory
(('ANM[?'i', Bells Corners, Ontario) of Einetgy, Mines and
Resources Canada . The classification is identical for each
smoke composition :
Canadian Explosives Act : ('htss 4, Division
: ('lass B
2Transpot
Safety Distance : X
United Nations : 1 . 3

4.6 Advantages of castable composition s
Castable smoke compositions possess a number of inherent
advantages over convenÙonal pressed composition,, . Among
these, are :
-- improved ntechanicatl properties and stability : the susccptibility of such mixtures to shock and detcriorttion is decreased .
- improved safety in handling : because of the wet processing
technique, the processing personnel have it reduced exposure to dust, and the risks arising from explosive dust are
tninirnized . The compositions are also less sensitive to ignition by impact, friction or electrostatic dischat'ge .
- improved performance : the fact that the pyrotechnic niixture is well dispersed means that it burns at it more uniform
rate, and with more uniformity from one generator to
another .
- greater flexibility in grain design : the smoke composition
can be very easily cast in a variety of configurations, and is
not restricted solely to cylindrical shapes . This is especially
advantageous for the filling of ueroctynatttic ;tlly-shaped projectiles .
- suitability for mass production using an automated production line . There is no need for incremental filling techniques .

4 .7 l'urrent applications
The developed cornpor.itions have found applications into
smoke generators such as the 35-s signalling grenade . The
design has been accepted for use by the ('anadian Forces and
production contracts have been awarded to private industry .
The contractor, with previouti experience in conventional
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pressed compositions, has indicated that the processing of
castable smoke compositions is actually easier, faster and safer
than the conventional pressed compositions . The performance
of the grenade has been evaluated by the user as a considerable improvement over existing stores in inventory . Another
example of the improvement that can be obtained with a castable composition is the case of a free-fall 3-min marker
launched front helicopters . A castable composition has been
loaded into the older model marker originally filled with it
pressed composition . Although the total weight of the new
model is the same, the volume of smoke emitted over a 3-min
period was considerably increased . The marker has been successfully subjected to environmental testing to further yu ;tlify
the design . Finally, it long burning l2-min marker employing a
pour-castahle smoke composition is presently under development at UftF :V

. Conclusions .5
By the application of existing technology, associated with
composite propellants, the Defense Research Establishment,
Valcartier (l)RF :V) has successfully developed pour-castable
coloured smoke compositions using a binder base(] on a commcrcially available polybutadiene prepolymer . 'f'hese cotnpositions have an end-of-mix viscosity below 5 kp to enable casting by gravity alone . The realitation of true castable products
was made possible by the development of a high capacity process to achieve granulation in a satisfactory mnnrter . The substitution of it commercial dye with a granulated material having in average particle si7e of 5 00 lun-700 ltm has provided a
solution to the problem of high viscosity .
'fhese polymer-bonded pour-castahle smoke compositions
have been successfully loaded into operational smoke
generators presently in production for the ('anadian Forces
and also into experimental smoke markets still under devehoptnent .
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